Song School Latin
Errata Sheet
Location

Incorrect

To find applicable changes, find your version of the
book listed below (e.g., Version 3.4). All changes listed
under that version and any versions that follow (e.g.,
Version 3.5 and higher) will apply to your version.

Correct
Version 1.2

Pronunciation Key, page 4
Ecclesiastical Pronunciation Key, page 4
Pages 5, 16, 19, 98, 121, and 141
Chapter 2, page 9
Chapter 11, page 42, Practice Your Latin
section, number 3b answer

Indicates macrons will be used, but they are not We will not be using macrons in this book, but
used in this book.
the audio CD will guide you so you pronounce
vowels correctly.
Ecclesiastical pronunciation of ae is not
ae in the ecclesiastical pronunciation is
mentioned.
pronounced ay
The word “goodbye” should have a hypen in it. In all instances, goodbye should be changed to:
good-bye.
The number for the third exercise under
The number for the third exercise under Practice
Practice Your Latin is 2.
Your Latin should be 3.
Tacite!
Tacete!

(This correction is fixed in version 1.2 of the student book, but
not version 1.2 of the Teacher’s Edition. It will be correct in
future printings. All other errors have been corrected in version
1.2 of both the student and teacher’s editions.)

Version 1.1
Ecclesiatical Pronunciation Key, page 4

g: always hard like English goat. Example:
gaudium: joy; gow-diyum

Chapter 1, page 5

The J in the Latin Alphabet Song

Chapter 3, page 12

“Say the ending so that it rhymes with moose!”

g is soft before e, i, ae, and oe, like the English
germ. Example: magistra: teacher; mah-jee-stra
before other letters, g is hard like English goat.
Example: gaudium: joy; gow-diyum
The J is not in the classical pronunciation alphabet,
but is in the alphabet used with the ecclesiatical
pronunciation.
“Say the ending so that it rhymes with fuss!”

